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FLASH NOTE: SYRIA
THE INTERNET IN SYRIA: DOWN, BUT NOT OUT

MAY 8
2013

On 7 May 2013, Syria disconnected from the global internet for the third 

time since the beginning of the conflict. On 8 May, internet connectivity 

was restored. While analysts continue to speculate as to the cause of the 

disconnect, uncertainty remains. 

At approximately 15:00 EEST (Syrian time) on 7 May, the SecDev Syria 

Operations Group (SOG) monitoring the Syrian internet tracked 64 of 67 

Syrian netblocks withdraw from the global internet. Concurrently, all SecDev 

operated circumvention systems failed as Syrian cyberspace disconnected from 

its global counterpart.1

On 8 May at 10:00 EEST, the Syrian internet reconnected.2 By 10:30 EEST, 

a leading Syrian digital security activist, Dlshad Othman, confirmed through 

sources in Syria that internet services were restored in Aleppo, Damascus, 

and Idlib. SecDev’s Layer 8 VPN, which is regularly used by Syrian activists 

to protect themselves against online surveillance, also started to receive 

connections from Damascus around this time. 

EARLY WARNING OF THE BLACKOUT?

The internet blackout did not come as surprise to those actively monitoring 

Syria’s digital space. On 26 April 2013, SecDev’s Syrian Operation Group 

tracked two Twitter accounts warning of an impending blackout at the 

beginning of May.3 The tweet included a Pastebin link for further information; 

however, the link was not accessible. 

1 As part of a project to provide Syrians with online digital safety tools, SecDev provides the VPN, 
Psiphon 3 (a circumvention tool) as well as a proxy (Psiphon 2), and Obfsproxy Tor bridges. For 
more, see http://syria.secdev.com/ 

2 This was tracked by SecDev and posted to our Syria Digital Security Reports Facebook page. 
See, https://www.facebook.com/Syrian.DS

3 @AnonymousPress wrote -- in Arabic -- that “the Syrian regime will cut all telecommunications, 
mobile, and internet access on the first of May.” See, https://twitter.com/AnonymousPress/sta-
tus/327918864014901249
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The same day, @TelecomixBSRE also warned of the coming cuts (over the 

Syrian holidays of 1st and 6th of May) adding that there was a “possibility 

of Massacres, B CAREFUL” (sic).4 At the time, SecDev was not able to 

independently verify these reports. 

SOURCES DISAGREE ON WHY THE INTERNET WENT OFFLINE

The Syrian Arab News Agency reports that the internet was cut off due to 

a malfunctioning optic cable which was repaired as quickly as possible.5 

According to a SecDev field source, the internet outage was due to a 

damaged cable north of Damascus near the city of Harasta. The source notes 

that all of the international internet cables entering the country are routed 

through Damascus first to the Syrian Telecommunications Establishment (STE). 

From there, internet access is distributed throughout the country which allows 

STE to retain complete control of Syria’s internet. 

However, according to SecDev cyber analysts, a damaged cable alone should 

not have caused the Border Gateway Protocols (BGP) routes for netblocks to 

be withdrawn. Rather, the fact that these routes disappeared suggests that the 

regime ordered the disconnect for reasons that are unknown. Analysts have 

previously speculated that internet shutdowns have been used to prevent com-

munications amongst rebel groups. Alternatively, the shutdown could have been 

used to install new monitoring equipment. 

4 See, https://twitter.com/Syrian_MAJOR/status/327907927304306688

5 Syrian Arab News Agency. 8 May 2013.  
See, http://sana.sy/eng/21/2013/05/08/481168.htm
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SecDev continues to investigate the situation through a combination of technical 

means, partners and in-field sources. 

This is the third time the Syrian internet has gone offline. SecDev reported that 

on 29 November 20126 thousands of BGP routes had been withdrawn, effec-

tively disabling Syria’s government controlled internet. BGP routes returned three 

days later on 1 December. While the Syrian government had claimed that 

terrorists were to blame for the outage, this was believed to be highly unlikely 

given the highly centralized nature of the internet in Syria.

Several weeks later, on 7 January 2013,7 the Syrian internet went offline 

again, this time coinciding with a speech by President Bashar Al-Assad. 

Technical, field and social media sources indicate the internet situation in Syria 

has returned to its previous state (depicted in the map below). 

6 SecDev, 29 Nov. 2013. See, https://docs.google.com/a/secdev.com/file/d/0B-szos-
lFcMSVjNhdGwwblNhM0E/edit

7 SecDev, 7 Jan. 2013. See, https://docs.google.com/a/secdev.com/file/d/0B-szos-lFc-
MSVjNhdGwwblNhM0E/edit
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